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Smuggler’s Run combines racing with knowledge of terrain to test your arcade skills and your sense of direction. The variety of missions keeps you on your toes, as do the relentless policemen and CIA agents. Rival gangs sometimes challenge you to a race or try to pick up more contraband than your gang, the Forgotten. Through all of the missions, you must focus on the flares that mark pickup and drop-off locations. Follow those arrows along the shortest, least dangerous path to outrun and outwit rival gang members and border patrol guards. The terrain accommodates all kinds of play styles as long as you mostly keep all four wheels on the ground. Now go out and collect some contraband!

**How to Use This Book**

Although there are different kinds of Turf War games to play and some roaming to do in Joyridin’, you spend most of your time in Smuggler’s Mission, a series of minor missions that comprises the story behind Smuggler’s Run. The bulk of this book addresses the best strategies for the game’s campaign, in which you retrieve contraband to benefit the Forgotten, and outwit other gangs and various law enforcement agencies. In some missions, the best approach is not a straight line, but perhaps a shortcut over a hill in the opposite direction.

Shortcuts are just as important to mission success as quick recovery from crashes. To succeed, follow the mission strategies exactly and look at the screenshots to get an idea of the actions you must take.

Examine the next three sections before you settle into the missions. Your Fleet provides the lowdown on the vehicles’ performance and suitability for missions. Smuggler Driving School offers valuable tips to improve your driving skills so you can outmaneuver gangs and other opponents. Joyridin’ uses images from the game’s three environments to demonstrate secret areas, terrain features and exciting scenery. Glance over the images to get familiar with the environments, then spend some time exploring each area in any vehicle to get a feel for the change in your ride on terrain elements like hills and ice. Don’t wait until the clock is ticking on a mission to take a run up the massive mountain. Try it out in Joyridin’ mode first.

No matter how you approach the missions, understand that practice is the great equalizer. You only develop good techniques after hours of play. The first time the cops home in on your location, they may swarm over you in a matter of seconds and force a crash. After some experience with Smuggler’s Run, those same cops might not even be visible in your rear-view mirror. Try a mission a few times on your own before you consult the Smuggler’s Mission strategies. You may discover a new route through a patch of bushes that’s faster than hopping over a small hill. Experimentation and practice will help you raise your contraband’s final value and beat other scores.
**Smuggler's Run** has six vehicle types that you can drive in Smuggler's Mission, Joyridin', and Turf War modes. Not all types are available at the start of the Smuggler's Mission campaign. You begin with the Buggy and S.U.V. and unlock the Rally Car and Trophy Truck during the desert missions. Finally, you unlock the Military Vehicle and Massive Truck in the wintry missions. One vehicle of each pair is built for speed while the other handles damage better. The speedy vehicles are the Buggy, Rally Car, and Military Vehicle, while the brute-force brawlers are the S.U.V., Trophy Truck, and Massive Truck. If you have trouble in a particular mission, try switching to another vehicle. In many missions, one vehicle type or a specific vehicle outshines the others. Experimentation reveals which one to use, as does a peek at mission strategies later in this book.

**Buggy**

The Buggy is an all-around great vehicle. Its only weakness is how it suffers crashes. Also, you can stall the engine if you hit a wall at a high enough speed. Use the Buggy in just about all of the forest missions. Its excellent acceleration and handling keep you ahead of cops and rival gangs, but stay away from trees.

**S.U.V.**

The S.U.V. is your backup for the early missions if crashes are a concern. The vehicle bounces off walls and lands on four wheels with almost no loss of speed. Other drivers beat the S.U.V. on a road or other flat surface, but they fall behind when you take the S.U.V. over bumpy surfaces. Treat the S.U.V. as you would its namesake—as a powerful off-road vehicle that can take damage and still reach its destination in time.

**Rally Car**

The Rally Car is the desert equivalent of the Buggy, but a bit slower and smaller. In the desert, speed alone rarely decides a mission. Often, how a vehicle handles sand dunes and oases is more important than high speed. The Rally Car flies through sandy locations with ease, staying just ahead of the competition. Just don’t crash into those dunes or fences.

**Trophy Truck**

The Trophy Truck is the vehicle of choice for most desert missions. Its combination of speed and handling makes trips across the desert faster and safer than in even the Rally Car. Its acceleration is nearly the best of the vehicles, making it perfect for crash recovery. In fact, the Trophy Truck has solid ratings in all four categories—speed, handling, acceleration, and strength. Only the next two vehicles can beat it.
**Military Vehicle**
The Military Vehicle is the fastest in Smuggler’s Run. It’s probably the best vehicle for most wintry missions, depending on placement of the flares. The Military Vehicle combines strength and acceleration to help it recover wonderfully from crashes. Mediocre handling causes swerving on frozen surfaces, but the Military Vehicle works just fine in snow. Keep it off the ice, however.

**Massive Truck**
The Massive Truck has the worst speed and handling of the Smuggler’s Run vehicles. It’s not a great choice for a race or other mission that involves rival gangs, but its superior acceleration and strength ensure that the Massive Truck handles crashes perfectly. Missions that require trips across snowy hills scream for this vehicle. The game’s final mission, requiring the speedy ascent of a snow-covered mountain, is the best test of the Massive Truck.
Smuggler’s Run has enough variety in missions and terrain that players develop their own techniques for driving the game’s vehicles. Only hours of practice reveal the best techniques for you. Flare placement and terrain features may inspire mission-specific tricks. The following tips will help you in most missions. Try them in a “road test” before going for your rating in actual missions. If you can casually perform the following moves in the thick of a mission, there’s no doubt you will collect plenty of contraband.

**IGNORE ALL TRAFFIC LAWS!**

Smuggler’s Run missions demand the most direct route to checkpoints and flares. Forget about the double yellow lines and rights of way.

**ADJUST THE PITCH OF YOUR VEHICLE IN MIDAIR TO LAND SQUARELY ON ALL FOUR WHEELS AND MAINTAIN SPEED.**

The amount of adjustment depends on your speed and angle when you leave a surface. There’s always enough time to flatten out before you land.

**MOVE ASIDE OR JUMP SMALL HILLS SO PURSUING POLICE VEHICLES RAM INTO EACH OTHER. YOU ESCAPE IN THE FEW SECONDS IT TAKES THEM TO RECOVER.**

**JUST ONE POLICE VEHICLE ON YOUR TAIL? SLAM ON YOUR BRAKES. AS IT PASSES, RAM THE COP CAR TO SPIN IT AROUND AND DISORIENT IT LONG ENOUGH FOR YOUR GETAWAY.**

**CHECK BEHIND YOU FOR VEHICLES CLOSING IN. A QUICK LOOK BEHIND YOU, USING THE BUILT-IN REAR-VIEW MIRROR, LETS YOU ADJUST YOUR POSITION OR HIT THE ASPHALT AND SCREAM AWAY FROM A PURSUER. IN THIS SHOT, A COP CAR (LIGHT ARROW) TAILS THE TROPHY TRUCK (DARK ARROW), ACCORDING TO THE RADAR IN THE LOWER-RIGHT CORNER. A QUICK MOVE TO THE LEFT OR RIGHT THROWS OFF THE COPS, BUT IT TAKES A PEEK BACKWARD TO KNOW HOW TO HANDLE THE SITUATION.**

**WATERFALLS TURN TO SOLID ICE IN WINTRY MISSIONS. IN FOREST MISSIONS, DRIVE BEHIND THE WATERFALLS TO DISCOVER SECRET PASSAGES.**
SNAGGING CONTRABAND FROM OTHER DRIVERS—WHETHER YOUR OWN TEAM MEMBERS OR A RIVAL GANG’S THUGS—IS AS EASY AS BUMPING THE OTHER PERSON’S VEHICLE. A LIGHT TAP WON’T WORK. A SOLID BUMP BOTH STEALS THE CONTRABAND AND BOUNCES YOU AWAY FROM THE VEHICLE. PRACTICE THIS TECHNIQUE IN THE TURF WAR GAMES BEFORE YOU USE IT IN THE SMUGGLER’S MISSION CAMPAIGN.

THE BIG TRUCKS (S.U.V., TROPHY TRUCK, AND MASSIVE TRUCK) FLIP MORE EASILY IN MIDAIR THAN THE SMALLER VEHICLES, BUT THEY ALSO LAND MORE SOLIDLY. FLIP ONE OF THE FAST, SMALL VEHICLES JUMPING OFF A HILL OR LEDGE, AND YOU HAVE A HARD TIME RECOVERING FROM THE SPINS. THE TRUCKS’ WEIGHT GIVES THEM AN ADVANTAGE IN ACROBATIC MANEUVERS.

LAY OFF THE GAS A LITTLE WHEN YOU LAND AFTER A JUMP. IF YOU SLOW DOWN AND ADJUST THE VEHICLE’S PITCH, YOU HIT THE GROUND WITHOUT CRASHING AND CAN SPEED AWAY AS EASILY AS IF YOU HAD DRIVEN ACROSS FLAT GROUND.

ICE DRIVING IS AS TRICKY IN SMUGGLER’S RUN AS IT IS IN THE REAL WORLD. THE MILITARY VEHICLE SLIPS AND SLIDES ON ICY RIVERS AND LAKES, BUT IT HOLDS ITS OWN AS LONG AS YOU DON’T GET BUMPED. THE MASSIVE TRUCK HANDLES ICE MUCH BETTER BECAUSE OF ITS WEIGHT AND STRENGTH. EXPERIENCE MAKES THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A DRIVER WHO CAN COMPENSATE FOR A SLIDE AND ONE WHO SHOULD PARK THE VEHICLE. TRY OUT THE FROZEN RIVERS AND LAKES IN JOYRIDIN’ MODE TO IMPROVE YOUR PERFORMANCE.

FLARES ARE VERY OBLIGING TARGETS. YOU CAN HIT ONE IN MIDAIR OR JUST CATCH ITS EDGE, AS WELL AS DRIVE BETWEEN PAIRS OF THEM. IN RACE MISSIONS, IT’S MORE IMPORTANT TO HIT CHECKPOINTS THAN TO WORRY ABOUT EXACTLY WHERE YOU GO THROUGH THE TARGETS. SOME FLARES ARE ON THE LOW SIDES OF HILLS. YOU CAN TRIGGER THEM IF YOU JUMP THE HILL AT A LOW ENOUGH ANGLE.

EUBANKS MOUNTAIN IS A TRICKY OBSTACLE. BEAR TO THE RIGHT IN AN EVER-TIGHTENING CIRCLE AS YOU ASCEND. DON’T GO TOO FAST OR YOU FLY OFF THE EDGE. KEEP A SURE AND STEADY HAND. OVERCOMPENSATING FOR TURNS SENDS YOU TO THE BOTTOM OF THE MOUNTAIN AND STALLS YOUR VEHICLE.

TUNNELS MAKE THE BEST SHORTCUTS. SOME SAVE TRIPS ACROSS BUMPY HILLS WHILE OTHERS SERVE AS THE ONLY ROUTES TO WELL-HIDDEN CORNERS OF THE MAP. IN JOYRIDIN’ MODE, DRIVE THROUGH ALL OF THE TUNNELS TO DISCOVER WHERE THEY LEAD.

SLOW DOWN BEFORE SMALL HILLS IF A COP’S ON YOUR TAIL. YOU GO OVER THE HILL SMOOTHLY, BUT THE COP FLIES PAST. BUMP HIM OR MOVE AWAY FROM HIM AND SAVE A FEW SECONDS.
The Joyridin’ mode in Smuggler’s Run is an invaluable way to learn the terrain in the game’s three environments. From the heights of Eubanks Mountain to the depths of desert canyons, Smuggler’s Run has many unusual, natural, and manmade features. Spend some time exploring without the pressure of a clock or cops; you can drive to any location in sight. Natural features such as mountains and canyons form the actual boundaries, but you can drive over or under almost everything between. These images, from Joyridin’ mode and some game missions, introduce some of the more interesting aspects of the environments. Experiment before you play the first mission. You can use terrain features as you would use shortcuts to finish missions ahead of your opponents and the cops.
YOU DON'T WANT TO SEE U.S. BORDER PATROL VEHICLES UP CLOSE. IF THESE WHITE CARS ARE ON YOUR TAIL, NOT EVEN A RUN ACROSS THE BORDER CAN SAVE YOU.

THE CIA SNEAKS AROUND IN BLACK VEHICLES—FAR MORE DANGEROUS THAN THE SIMILARLY COLORED A20 GANG.

THE U.S. ARMY BULLIES GANGS IN ITS TRADITIONAL OLIVE DRAB VEHICLES. THEY STEP IN WHEN OTHER BRANCHES OF LAW ENFORCEMENT FACE DANGER.

IT'S EASIER TO USE THE AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION, BUT EXPERIMENT WITH THE MANUAL TRANSMISSION IN JOYRIDIN'. MAKE A CHOICE BEFORE YOU ENTER AN ENVIRONMENT.

Forest

CHOOSE THE FOREST AREA TO EXPLORE THE GREEN MOUNTAINS NEAR THE U.S.–CANADIAN BORDER.

THE LOAD SCREEN PROVIDES AN AERIAL VIEW OF THE FOREST AREA.

THIS SMALL TOWN IS ONE OF THE FEW OUTPOSTS OF CIVILIZATION IN THE MOUNTAINOUS REGION.
Eubanks Mountain rises in the distance. You can follow a road to the mountain’s top.

Small trees line one of the many rivers in the forest region.

Someone built a small graveyard in the forest.

This train makes daily trips on the tracks that crisscross most of the forest.

This tunnel, a great shortcut, cuts straight through solid rock at the base of Eubanks Mountain.

In some missions, you’ll see target flares near roads and in the middle of fields. You can drive across all surfaces.

You can’t drive up the sides of steep ridges like this one. You must find your way around them or on top of them from the other side.

It’s tough to drive between trees at high speeds, but it’s a sneaky way to force opponents to crash. Practice in Joyridin’.

Open fields are great places to pick up speed. You don’t move as fast as on roads, but there are relatively few obstructions.

The forest region has many small hills. Drive fast off the top to gain distance, or slowly to avoid a crash landing.

Although you can drive through water, it’s better to use bridges. In this situation, clear the water with a good jump from the riverbank.
RAILROAD TRACKS MAKE GOOD SUBSTITUTES FOR ROADS. IF HIT BY A TRAIN, YOUR VEHICLE WILL LIKELY STALL. MOVE JUST OUT OF THE TRAIN’S PATH TO MAINTAIN SPEED.

YOU CAN DRIVE THROUGH WATER, BUT IT SLOWS YOUR VEHICLE CONSIDERABLY. USE A BRIDGE OR WAIT UNTIL THE WATER FREEZES.

ROCKS LIKE THE ONES AHEAD OF THE BUGGY CAN STOP A VEHICLE IN ITS TRACKS. EVEN THE LITTLE ONES GET IN YOUR WAY AND CAN TRAP YOU IF COPS ARE ON YOUR TAIL.

HERE’S AN EXAMPLE OF A BRIDGE THAT BEATS DRIVING THROUGH WATER; IT SPANS A WIDE RIVER AND CONNECTS DIRECTLY TO THE FOREST’S ROADS.

THIS IS THE PERFECT SITUATION FOR CROSSING WATER WITHOUT USING A BRIDGE. THE RIVER’S NOT TOO WIDE—WITH A GOOD JUMP OFF THE BANK, YOU’LL NEVER EVEN TOUCH WATER.

A STEEP HILL LIKE THIS SLOWS YOUR VEHICLE. REACH HIGH SPEED BEFORE YOU HEAD UP, OR YOU MIGHT SLIDE DOWN INTO THE HANDS OF COPS.

ALTHOUGH THESE CABINS HAVE SLANTED ROOFS, DON’T TRY TO USE THEM AS RAMPS. YOU CRASH AS SOON AS YOU HIT THE CABIN’S SIDE.

A ROAD LIKE THIS IS THE BEST WAY AROUND THE MOUNTAIN ON THE RIGHT. CHECK THE MAP FOR SIMILAR SHORTCUTS.

WHEN YOU TEAM UP WITH OTHER MEMBERS OF YOUR GANG, LEAVE THEM ENOUGH ROOM TO MANEUVER. IF THEY GET STUCK NEAR TREES OR OTHER STRUCTURES, THEY CAN’T HELP YOU FINISH A MISSION.
Sneak between houses like the ones on the left to elude cops or rival gangs, but there’s only enough room for one vehicle.

Lead cops into trees for quick escapes. In this situation, you can dash past the right-hand cop on the flat surface while he recovers from bumping the tree.

This image shows a dangerous landing. Adjust the pitch of the Buggy so you land either between the rocks or far to the left of them.

Police vehicles sometimes block the road to halt a high-speed chase. Evasive action is now required. If you crash into the police cars, your engine will stall.

Speed along this dirt road rather than drive over the hills and mountains through which it passes. Cops can close in on you, but your speed on the flat surface more than compensates.

This tunnel provides a shortcut through some hills and trees—not as essential a shortcut as the tunnel through Eubanks Mountain.

Desert

This tunnel is crucial. You can’t drive over the mountain to the right of the entrance.

Choose the desert region to explore the area near the U.S.–Mexican border.

The load screen provides an aerial view. Geographic features aren’t as prominent in an area of mostly sand and rock, but note the ridges that segment the desert floor.
This airport plays a pivotal role in many missions as a site for both picking up and dropping off contraband.

This valley contains a couple of houses, but it mainly serves as a shortcut between the incredibly tall rock formations.

You drive through this tiny village in your travels. It’s amazing that they strung telephone and electricity lines this far into the desert!

A huge gate marks the entrance to this town; villagers use it to keep out undesirables. Nearby pipes prevent entry by air.

This oasis is one of the few places with pooled water. Pursuers slip in the mud.

This peak makes a good landmark, but forget about driving over it or even up its side.

This view is typical of the desert—a flat surface with rocks and mountains on either side.

The few border outposts get little use because there are so many other ways across.

The town behind the steel gate makes a poor picture postcard. That’s why most of your stays are short.
Some ridges and dunes provide nice niches to stash contraband. Look for the flare’s smoke plume to home in on its location.

The area near this cracked earth contains many rocks. Stay along the edge to avoid nasty crashes.

This border outpost is tougher to run past because of nearby guards and natural boundaries.

These lines end behind the airport tower—a good meeting place for gangs because of its seclusion.

Windmills provide cheap power to the few nearby houses and the airport.

This village near the collapsed fort has houses arranged in rows. Be wary of a trap: border patrol guards make their rounds outside the town limits.

This ruined fort often contains contraband. Learn to sneak in and out without slowing down.

To make it through a valley like this, slow down and speed up with the ups and downs of the dunes. If you try to move too fast, you are sure to crash somewhere in the middle.

Animals sometimes get in your way. Don’t worry, your vehicle won’t suffer any damage.
This canyon is particularly tricky to explore because other gang members and law enforcement vehicles crash into you at the bottom.

The area ahead is the bumpiest in the desert area; slow down rather than try to jump all the dunes.

Some ridges create paths on either side. Check the map to see which leads you most directly to your destination.

One section of the desert has oil drills and pipelines. Drive carefully, or get a face full of metal.

This road ends in a leap of faith—like a ski jump with sand instead of snow. Land on all four wheels, or expect to stall.

One mission starting point is a temple in the upper left corner of the desert. Other missions occasionally return to this ancient structure.
Choose the snowy region to once again explore the area near the U.S.–Canadian border.

The load screen provides an aerial view. Notice that the features are the same as the forest region’s, but covered with snow and ice.

Trees poking out of a blanket of snow provide the only visible green.

A frozen lake makes a good shortcut.

Track other vehicles easily in the snow. Of course, they can find you just as easily.

Railroad tracks still make good shortcuts, and the tracks keep you from sliding.

This tunnel provides respite from the snow as well as a shortcut through Eubanks Mountain. You can pick up speed in tunnels, because the snow doesn’t blow inside.

Check for the train before you enter. Trains still run in the snow.

Snow makes it easier to see roads and other landmarks.
The people in these houses have settled in for the winter.

Fortunately, snow hasn’t taken out the transmission towers.

Use the rivers like roads, but compensate for sliding.

Eubanks Mountain looks good in the winter, but it’s even tougher to ascend.

You have just enough room to avoid a train if it comes through the tunnel.

Near the border, snow extends as far as the eye can see.

The lake ice never breaks, so don’t worry where you drive.

You can probably beat this train to the bridge; just don’t get caught in front of it.

Scenery like this makes the snowy region more exciting than the desert.

This river splits. You can ride along either side and hop over the hill if you need to reach the other side.

A view from the top of the frozen waterfall just before the Massive Truck goes over the edge. Waterfalls give you incredible jumping distance.
Smuggler's Mission introduces you, a fledgling smuggler, to the business of the Forgotten. You perform increasingly more difficult tasks and take on law enforcement agencies and other gangs. Missions begin along the northern border of the United States and move down to the U.S.–Mexican border. You then return to the U.S.–Canadian border in the winter for a series of challenging missions that end with a snowy assault on Eubanks Mountain.

Smuggler's Run has four types of missions. Most are of the first type: a series of pickups and drop-offs of contraband in which you race against the clock. In the second and similar type, you and up to three fellow gang members attempt to collect a predetermined number of contraband stashes ahead of a rival gang. The third type is a checkpoint race in which you must beat a rival gang's best drivers to the finish line. These are the most demanding missions, but by the time you reach the races, your driving skills have advanced. The final type also challenges you to knock over communications towers in a set time. You may finish some missions on the first try, but in most cases, success takes repeated attempts. Remember that the most direct route between waypoints—pickup or drop-off locations—is not always the best.
Use automatic transmission until you are comfortable with the vehicle controls. It's difficult to avoid cops and reach waypoints while you shift gears.

A map provides an overhead of location and important waypoints while the mission loads. Here, it simply outlines the area between waypoints.

The mission begins on a hill above the visible waypoints (red flare smoke).

The first waypoint lies at the bottom of the hill.

The second waypoint lies on a field near the first one.

The third waypoint is near the first two destinations.

The fourth waypoint is on the road near the town.

The fifth waypoint is back on the grass across the town.

The final waypoint lies near this mountain. When you finish, the message "MISSION COMPLETE" appears. Only then can you breathe a sigh of relief.
After you finish, a summary screen appears with your score, any time left on the clock, the final score and a rating. "GREAT" is the best rating, followed by "GOOD," "OK," and "BAD."

Mission 2:
The Forgotten Few

Enjoy this, the last mission without cops, while it lasts.

This mission takes place in the same general area as the first.

The in-game map gives your current position, as well as that of the contraband way-points and other vehicles.

The first contraband pickup location is at the edge of town.

Follow the red arrow to the drop-off location.

The first drop-off is on a hill just across town.
The message “CONTRABAND DELIVERED” appears when you successfully drive through or fly over the flare smoke.

The second contraband pickup is in the center of town behind this house.

Follow the red arrow over this hill.

The second drop-off is near the bridge. If you move too slowly, the message “TIME RUNNING OUT” appears onscreen.

Whew! You made it just in time.

You earn a “GREAT” rating, despite the small amount of time left on the clock.

Mission 3:
Secrets and Lies

This mission adds complications: the transfer of contraband and the presence of cops.

On this map, triangles mark pickup locations and circles mark drop-off locations. The white triangle marks the starting location.

The first contraband pickup location is straight ahead.
The map reveals a nearby police car (white arrow). Although you want to avoid cops, time restraints don’t always allow it. In this mission, you can avoid the cops until the very end.

After the first pickup, take a hard right turn. Follow the railroad tracks to the first drop-off.

Cross the river to stay just out of the active detection radius of the nearby police car.

Cross the river after passing this rock to reach the second pickup.

Drive up the road until you reach the waterfall. The drop-off is visible in the distance.

Stay on the left side of the river until you reach the second drop-off.

Even if the police give chase, they’ll lag far behind.

If you move fast enough, it’s not hard to earn a “GREAT” rating.
**Mission 4:**
**Breaking and Exiting**

*This mission also requires two deliveries, but pickup and drop-off locations are spread over a wider area.*

*The map shows the area you cover.*

*The first pickup is near the town.*

Follow the road from the town until you reach this guardrail.

Follow the railroad tracks.

Take a left, and ride along the left side of the river.

The cops are nearby, but there’s plenty of room to avoid them.

Continue along the river past the cops.

Cross the river when you see the flare smoke.
The first drop-off is at the top of this hill.

There are plenty of cops between your location and the next stash.

The second pickup is on the nearby bridge.

Follow the red arrow along the road.

Cross through this intersection. You’re almost there.

The second drop-off is near this cabin.

**Mission 5: Duty Free**

You can easily manage a “GREAT” rating, even with the cops on your tail.

This is the first mission in which you compete against a rival gang, in this case it’s the O’Gradys.

The map shows the area in which your gang will go up against the O’Gradys.

This is also the first mission in which your fellow gang members can help you. Put each in an S.U.V., which can take more damage and thus provide heavy backup.
The mission begins with five minutes on the clock. Your gang must make five deliveries before the O’Gradys do.

One of your gang makes the first pickup and delivery.

The next pickup and drop-off are both in the same area beyond the town.

Don’t be surprised if your gang does most of the work for you in this mission.

Make the third pickup near this giant rock.

Deliver the fourth crate of contraband in the river.

Cross the river to the final pickup.

This map shows all gang members as well as pickup and drop-off locations.

Deliver the final wooden crate to complete the mission.
Mission 6:
Race War

This is the first checkpoint race. You race the O'Gradys around Eubanks Mountain.
The map shows the position of the checkpoints (circles) near Eubanks Mountain.
You must maintain at least third place throughout most of the mission. Overtake lead cars when you can, but don’t drop past third.

The map shows checkpoints and racing car positions.
Red smoke marks the first checkpoint ahead.
The second checkpoint is along this curve.

The third checkpoint is just beyond the trees.
The fourth checkpoint is very close to the third. If you stay on a straight line, you clear them both.
The final checkpoint is in the town just ahead. You must drive flawlessly to overtake the lead cars and win.
There's the finish line. You may reach first place in the last seconds, but you still win.

Maintain your speed and earn a "GREAT" rating.

**Mission 7: Goodies from Above**

This mission requires more deliveries, spread all over the area near the lake and waterfalls.

The pickup and drop-off locations cover most of the map.

The first pickup is straight ahead near the outskirts of town.

Sneak around the graveyard to avoid the cops.

Go left at the graveyard, then head toward the river on a straight line with the flare smoke.

Cross the river and make it to the drop-off just in time.
Spin out near the drop-off so that you face away from the cops.

The second pickup is straight ahead, near the river.

Stay along the river's edge to avoid trees and hills.

Fly over a hill near the first waterfall to land near the second drop-off. Adjust the pitch of the vehicle in midair to land on all four wheels.

Cross the bridge to pick up the third item of contraband.

Spin out and go back over the same bridge toward the drop-off location. Avoid the police blockade.

Ride the railroad tracks to the third drop-off near the truck.

The final contraband item waits farther along the railroad tracks. Unfortunately, the cops are closing in.

The final destination lies at the base of this waterfall. Don't hit the rocks, or the cops will catch you. Land so that a few more feet puts you at the flare smoke.
THE COPS ARE RELENTLESS.

EXTRA SECONDS ON THE CLOCK MEAN A BIG BONUS ON YOUR SCORE.

**Mission 8: Lost and Found**

There are fewer delivery missions, but they take place on more challenging terrain.

The map shows the specific pick-up and drop-off points.

Climb this hill first.

The first pickup is across this field.

Go over this low hill to the first contraband item.

The first destination is in these hills.
**The Flare Smoke Marks the First Drop-Off Atop a Small Mountain.**

**Cross This Field, Then Bear Left.**

**Ride Along the Mountains on the Right.**

**The Second Pickup is Just Over a Rise. The Contraband Waits in the Middle of a Dirt Road.**

**Follow the Dirt Road Between the Hills.**

**Although the Red Arrow Sometimes Points in a Different Direction, Continue to Follow the Dirt Road.**

**At This Slope, You Can Pick Up Speed.**

**The Second Drop-Off Is Near This Tunnel, Where a Helicopter Waits.**

**Second Delivery Done, the Mission Continues. Drive Through This Tunnel to Find One More Pick-Up.**
Follow the road toward this cabin.

The extra destination is in the middle of this river.

You easily end up with lots of time on the clock.

The summary screen rates your efforts.

This is another gang challenge. Your team’s object: Beat the O’Gradys to five deliveries.

Once again, put each teammate in an S.U.V. to block rivals and give yourself a better chance to snag the contraband.

This map shows the general area in which your gang and the O’Gradys race for the contraband.

This map shows the starting location of the vehicles.

The O’Gradys always get the first piece of contraband.

Mission 9: The Way South

Smuggler’s Mission

Garage

Mission Summary

Score: $47,756
Time Bonus: 37
Final Score: $48,126
Grade: GREAT

She outstretched the plane of a favor. The client a favor. She preferred the favor.

The Way South

We’ve been offered the pig down Mexico way. But first we need to do the client a favor. The client wanted a favor. A favor for the client. The client wanted a favor.

Top Speed

Player

Mate 1

S.U.V.

Rival

S.U.V.

Handling

Strength

This threatening all-terrain vehicle is built black V-8 under the hood and all wheel drive. Maneuver all the sub-ordinary, lakes to non-urban edge.
There’s just enough time to bump one of the rival vehicles and steal the contraband.

Follow the red arrow to the first destination.

Here’s the first drop-off. Don’t waste any time; move right on to the next pickup.

One of your teammates snagged the contraband. Provide backup so a rival doesn’t steal it.

“Teammate delivery” looks as good as the message when you make a personal delivery.

Your teammates excel, often reaching the contraband before you or the O’Gradys.

Ride along the railroad tracks to the next destination.

Your teammate will likely make the third delivery.

The fourth pickup is just over this hill.
FOLLOW THIS ROAD TO THE NEXT DESTINATION.

THE POLICE CARS ARE WEAK, BUT SOME APPEAR NEAR THE FOURTH DROP-OFF.

ONCE AGAIN, YOUR TEAMMATE PULLS HIS OWN WEIGHT.

ONE OF YOUR TEAMMATES WINS THE MISSION FOR YOU; YOU DON’T HAVE TO MAKE THE FINAL DELIVERY PERSONALLY TO FINISH.

IF YOUR TEAM MOVES QUICKLY, A FEW MINUTES REMAIN ON THE CLOCK. THIS EXTRA TIME COVERS YOU IN CASE THE O’GRADYS MAKE A DELIVERY OR TWO.

Mission 10: Counterfeit Women

You run counterfeit money in this mission. Expect law enforcement vehicles to come out of the woodwork.

The map shows all of the pickup and drop-off locations; they cover the area to the left of the lake.

The first briefcase of counterfeit bills is straight ahead.
Follow the red arrow up the hill to the right of the tunnel.

Here’s the first drop-off.

Drive between these hills to the next pickup.

Continue along this road to get the cash.

The counterfeit money is well-hidden up on this hill.

The second drop-off is near these secluded cabins.

Pass this police blockade as quickly as possible.

The cops ram you as you approach the cash, but it gets easier after you elude them.

Head for this tunnel to lose the cops.
Unfortunately, more police cars block the road on the other end. Go left through the pass.

You find the third drop-off just after you turn away from the cops.

Unfortunately, you must make one more stop. Follow this dirt road.

Go over the next hill, and pass by the police blockade to reach the asphalt road.

The fastest route to your final destination is across this river.

Drive to the outskirts of town.

The final destination is within sight.

The cops are so relentless that they slam into you even after you complete your goals.

A minute or more left on the clock at mission’s end earns you a “GREAT” rating.
**Mission 11: DNA or DOA**

The medical contraband must reach its destination, no questions asked.

The map shows all of the pickup and drop-off locations.

The first box is straight ahead.

The graveyard contains your first pickup.

Tight timing marks this mission. Use the road to accelerate and save time.

Stay on the railroad tracks to maintain your speed.

The first drop-off is over the hill to the right of the railroad tracks.

Head straight to reach the second batch of medical contraband.

Pick up the box at the top of this hill.
AVOID THE COPS AND HEAD TOWARD THE ROCKY AREA.

LAND ON ALL FOUR WHEELS AS YOU CROSS THESE ROCKS, OR THE COPS WILL OVERTAKE YOU.

THE SECOND DROP-OFF IS UNDERNEATH THE HELICOPTER.

IT'S A LONG WAY TO THE NEXT PICKUP POINT. HEAD BACK OVER THE ROCKS, AND DRIVE THROUGH THE TUNNEL ON THE LEFT.

THE TUNNEL IS A GREAT SHORTCUT TO THE NEXT CONTRABAND LOCATION.

THE FINAL PICKUP IS RIGHT NEXT TO THE MOUNTAIN.

BACKTRACK THROUGH THE TUNNEL PAST THE PREVIOUS DROP-OFF POINT TO ANOTHER BUMPY AREA BENEATH THIS HILL.

THE FINAL DESTINATION IS NEXT TO THE TRUCK AND WATER TANKS.

AS YOU CAN SEE FROM THE SUMMARY, THERE'S NOT MUCH TIME LEFT WHEN YOU COMPLETE THIS MISSION.
**Mission 12: Radar Troubles**

**The Only Way for Your Accomplice to Escape is for You to Take Out the Radar Towers.** The S.U.V. is great for that.

**This Map Shows the Location of the Radar Towers Around the Lake.**

**First Go to This Radar Tower Near Your Starting Point.**

RAM THE RADAR TOWER HARD TO KNOCK IT OVER AND CLEAR THE CHECKPOINT.

BUILD UP SPEED TO DRIVE UP THE SIDE OF THIS HILL.

THE SECOND RADAR TOWER IS NEAR THE TRANSMISSION TOWERS.

HEAD ACROSS THE RIVER, AND DRIVE UP THIS HILL.

HERE’S THE THIRD RADAR TOWER. KNOCK IT OVER AND MOVE TOWARD THE LAKE.

CLIMB THIS HILL AND FOLLOW THE GREEN ARROW TO THE NEXT RADAR TOWER.
THE FOURTH RADAR TOWER IS NEAR THE LONG DIRT ROAD THAT WEAVES THROUGH THE MOUNTAINS.

HERE'S THE FOURTH TOWER. ONE MORE TO GO.

DRIVE OVER THESE HILLS TOWARD THE LAKE ROAD.

FOLLOW THE ROAD TOWARD THE GREEN ARROW.

THE FINAL RADAR TOWER IS PAST THE RAILROAD TRACKS NEAR THE LAKE.

KNOCK OVER THE FIFTH RADAR TOWER TO COMPLETE THE MISSION.

IF YOU PLAN YOUR ROUTE CAREFULLY, YOU STILL HAVE A MINUTE OR TWO REMAINING.

THIS MISSION HAS JUST ONE PIECE OF CONTRABAND TO DELIVER. UNFORTUNATELY, SOMEONE ELSE TOOK IT FIRST. USE THE S.U.V. TO REACH THE OTHER VEHICLE AND SNAG THE CONTRABAND.

THE DOTTED LINE ON THE MAP SHOWS THE OTHER VEHICLE'S ROUTE. AS LONG AS YOU INTERCEPT THE VEHICLE IN TIME, YOU CAN RETURN WITH THE CONTRABAND TO THE DROP-OFF LOCATION.

MISSION 13: BAIT AND SWITCH
Follow this road in the direction of the green arrow.

Take this road past the big mountain until you see the railroad tracks.

Climb this hill to the railroad tracks.

Bump the vehicle with the blue arrow over it—the vehicle with the contraband.

Quickly turn around and retreat down the railroad tracks.

Follow the road along the river.

Cross the bridge and head toward Eubanks Mountain.

The road that winds around Eubanks Mountain begins at the base of the mountain near the tunnel.

Stay in the middle of the road that travels up the mountain so you don’t fall off the edge.
A tricky spot on the road. If you go over the hump too fast, you go over the edge.

Build up speed to climb steep spots without police cars catching up.

The drop-off is on the very top of the mountain.

Finish the mission and earn this view from the top of Eubanks Mountain.

That finishes up the forest missions. Now it’s time to head to Mexico.
**Mission 14: Packing Heat**

**This is the first mission near the U.S.–Mexican border, where there’s sand as far as the eye can see.**

**The Trophy Truck becomes available. Use it often—it can take a lot of damage and maintain high speeds.**

**The Rally Car joins your fleet; small and light, it’s great for dunes and racing.**

**Here’s your first encounter with the U.S. Border Patrol. Blow past the gate or run over the fence.**

**Follow the red arrow along this mountain.**

**Here are the gates to Soroti City; inside is the first drop-off location.**
THE RED FLARE SMOKE MARKS YOUR FIRST DESTINATION.

AFTER YOUR FIRST DELIVERY, SPIN OUT SO THAT YOU FACE THE GATES AND DRIVE OUT THE WAY YOU CAME IN.

THE SECOND PICKUP IS IN A NICHE ALONG A TRAIL.

THE SECOND DESTINATION IS IN THIS OASIS—A PLACE YOU’LL SEE MANY TIMES.

FOLLOW THE GREEN ARROW TOWARD THE WINDMILLS.

HERE’S THE THIRD PICKUP LOCATION.

BE VERY CAREFUL BY THE ROCKS. BIG ONES STOP YOUR VEHICLE.

DRIVE THROUGH THE FENCE TO AVOID U.S. BORDER PATROL VEHICLES.

DRIVE TOWARD THIS WINDMILL TO REACH YOUR FINAL DESTINATION.
THE MISSION ENDS NEAR THE AIRPORT.

THE FINAL DROP-OFF IS BEHIND THE AIRPORT TOWER.

THE COPS AREN’T FAR BEHIND YOU AT DELIVERY.

YOU FINISH THE MISSION WITH ONLY A FEW SECONDS TO SPARE.

MISSION 15: GOVERNMENT ISSUED

THIS MISSION IS DANGEROUS: TAKING CONTRABAND FROM THE U.S. ARMY.

THIS MAP SHOWS ALL OF THE IMPORTANT MISSION LOCATIONS.

HEAD TOWARD THIS HILL FOR THE FIRST CONTRABAND.

THE FIRST PICKUP IS BETWEEN THESE WINDMILLS.

DRIVE PAST THE BORDER GUARDS.
Deliver the contraband near this truck.

Head into the hills past this crumbling wall.

The second pickup is in the center of this small town.

Snag the contraband and head out. The cops are on your tail.

Avoid the cops and pick up speed as you climb this hill.

Head down into this crumbling fort for the second drop-off.

Drive carefully out the other side. More police cars join the chase.

Head up this steep slope and bear right.

Drive down the bumpy incline and take a hard right to the final stash.
Turn around before the police arrive and head toward this mountain.

Drive over the slope in the direction of the red arrow. The third destination is almost in sight.

Drive into town to make the final delivery.

The U.S. Army pursues you, too, but can't stop you this close to your goal.

This small desert town makes a perfect place to trade contraband.

You earn a "GREAT" rating as long as you finish intact.

Mission 16:
Trafficking Offenses

This mission is a race against the Sierra Cartel, one of two gangs working the area, to collect five items of contraband.

Put your teammates into Trophy Trucks.

Collect contraband in the marked area.
The mission begins in this small town.

The Sierra Cartel always beats you to the first pickup because their starting location is closer.

Slam into the Cartel member carrying the contraband and steal it.

Turn around to follow the green arrow.

If you transfer the contraband to a teammate, he often delivers it without problem. Head for the next pickup while he delivers the contraband.

The second pickup is in this abandoned fort.

Leave the fort and head toward these rocks.

The second drop-off location is just over a rise in the sand.

Head to the oasis for the third pickup.
**Smuggler’s Mission**

**Transfer the contraband to a teammate in the last seconds, then move toward the next pickup.**

**Drive past this peak toward the third drop-off destination.**

**Follow the green arrow to the next stash. Move fast—the cartel sometimes gets ahead.**

**Snag the contraband in this small town while your opponents crash into each other.**

**Your destination and the cartel’s are right next to each other.**

**The final pickup is at the bottom of this dangerous canyon.**

**Grab the cargo and head toward this rock.**

**Build up speed along this flat plain.**

**The final destination is just to the right of the palm trees.**
THE SIERRA CARTEL ARRIVES JUST AS YOU FINISH.

MOVE FASTER TO EARN A BETTER RATING THAN "OK."

MISSION 17: MISCHELLOUS BITS

IT WAS ONLY A MATTER OF TIME BEFORE "ORGAN SMUGGLER" BECAME PART OF YOUR JOB DESCRIPTION.

THE MAP SHOWS PICKUP AND DROP-OFF LOCATIONS.

BEGIN IN THIS SMALL TOWN.

FOLLOW THE GREEN ARROW THROUGH THIS CANYON.

DRIVE PAST THE OPENING ON THE LEFT AND MOVE DOWN THE SLOPE.

MAKE THE FIRST PICKUP NEAR THIS ABANDONED CAR.
CONTINUE DOWN THE SLOPE. FOLLOW THE RED ARROW IF YOU GET LOST.

BUILD UP SPEED TO ASCEND THIS STEEP SAND DUNE. THE COPS WILL CATCH YOU IF YOU SLIDE BACK.

FOLLOW THE RED ARROW, AND DRIVE ALONG THE TRAIL TO THE LEFT SIDE OF THE PEAK.

THE BUMPY AREA AHEAD IS THE TRICKIEST PART. DRIVE FAST ENOUGH TO CLEAR THE DUNES, BUT CONTROL THE VEHICLE SO YOU DON’T CRASH.

THE FIRST DROP-OFF IS ON A TINY LEDGE PAST THE BUMPY SAND DUNES.

DRIVE OFF THE LEDGE AND FOLLOW THE GREEN ARROW TO THE NEXT PICKUP.

QUICKLY PASS THROUGH THIS TOWN TO COLLECT THE KIDNEYS.

BUILD UP SPEED ALONG THIS SLOPE.

THE SECOND DROP-OFF IS IN THIS FAMILIAR ABANDONED FORT.
PASS THROUGH THE FORT AND HOP OVER THIS HILL TO FOLLOW THE GREEN ARROW.

THE LAST KIDNEY PICK-UP IS ON THE FLAT AREA NEAR THIS HIGH SAND DUNE.

TIME IS RUNNING OUT. FOLLOW THE RED ARROW TO THE FINAL DESTINATION.

THE LAST KIDNEY PICK-UP IS ON THE FLAT AREA NEAR THIS HIGH SAND DUNE.

TIME IS RUNNING OUT. FOLLOW THE RED ARROW TO THE FINAL DESTINATION.

THE LAST KIDNEY PICK-UP IS ON THE FLAT AREA NEAR THIS HIGH SAND DUNE.

TIME IS RUNNING OUT. FOLLOW THE RED ARROW TO THE FINAL DESTINATION.

THE THIRD DROP-OFF IS AT THE BOTTOM OF THE ANCIENT TEMPLE STAIRS.

TIMING IS TIGHT. A FEW SECONDS LEFT ON THE CLOCK IS A BLESSING.

MISSION 18:
RED OR DEAD

THIS IS A DIFFICULT RACE AGAINST THE A20 GANG. IF YOU'RE BEHIND THE OTHER VEHICLES AFTER THE THIRD CHECKPOINT, YOU MIGHT AS WELL START OVER.

USE THE RALLY CAR; ITS WEIGHT AND SPEED HELP WITH TIGHT TURNS.

THIS MAP SHOWS THE CHECKPOINTS FOR THE RACE.
**Prima's Official Strategy Guide**

**Smuggler's Mission**

You begin behind; build up speed on this straightaway to catch up.

Try to force at least one vehicle to crash as you cruise through the first checkpoint.

The second checkpoint is right before this bumpy area.

Stay in the middle of the road that goes through the bumpy area, or you lose your position.

The third checkpoint is at the base of the wooden stairs.

Drive up the stairs, but stay toward the middle so you don't fall off the left side.

The fourth checkpoint is next to this big rock.

The final checkpoint is in the middle of town.

This close to the finish line, not even a bump from behind can steal your victory.
Mission 19: Hot Zone

This is one of the toughest missions in the game. Don’t worry about your rating. Just make it to the final checkpoint in first place.

Your contraband in this mission is radioactive waste. Watch out for the CIA, they want to prevent you from smuggling this dangerous cargo into the United States.

The map shows all of the pickup and drop-off locations.

You begin the mission in this small town. Leave through the front gates.

Follow the green arrow past these mountains.

Drive through this fence toward the cargo.

The contraband comes in radioactive canisters.

Drive to the left of this peak. Though bumpy, it’s the fastest way to the drop-off.

Reach this drop-off before your vehicle stalls.
FOLLOW THE GREEN ARROW UP THIS HILL TO THE NEXT PICKUP.

DRIVE THROUGH THIS FENCE AND PASS THE GIANT ROCK ON THE RIGHT SIDE.

THE SECOND RADIOACTIVE CANISTER IS NEAR THE OIL DRILLS.

TURN AROUND AFTER YOU MAKE THE PICKUP AND HEAD TOWARD THE WINDMILLS.

DRIVE THROUGH THE FENCE AT THE BORDER AND STAY OFF THE ROAD.

CUT ACROSS THIS SAND DUNE AND FOLLOW THE RED ARROW ACROSS THE ROAD.

DRIVE THROUGH THIS OPENING TO REACH THE SECOND DROP-OFF IN RECORD TIME.

DELIVER THE CARGO NEAR THIS HELICOPTER.

CLIMB THIS STEEP SLOPE TOWARD THE FINAL PICKUP.
TAKE THE MOUNTAIN PASS ON THE RIGHT WHEN THE ROAD SPLITS.
REACH TOP SPEED WHEN YOU DRIVE UP THIS RAMP—YOU MUST CLEAR A DEEP CREVASSE ON THE OTHER SIDE.
LAND AS CLOSE AS POSSIBLE TO THE DROP-OFF.

THE FINAL CANISTER IS STRAIGHT AHEAD ON THE FLAT MESA.

PICK UP THE CANISTER AND FOLLOW THIS DIRT ROAD.

STAY TO THE LEFT OF THE TELEPHONE POLES SO THAT THE CIA VEHICLES CRASH INTO THEM.

YOU MAY SEVERELY DAMAGE OR STALL YOUR VEHICLE. LIMP FORWARD INTO THE RED SMOKE TO FINISH.

MISSION 20:
Viva La Revolution

SMUGGLER’S MISSION
Viva La Revolution

This is another race with a rival gang to make five deliveries. There’s enough time on the clock, but your opponents are very fast.

The map shows the large region in which this mission takes place.

This is not a tough mission, but there’s not much leeway for mistakes.
Once out of town, head through this canyon.

A rival gang member almost always beats you to the first pickup.

Snag the contraband from your opponent, then make the delivery near these oil drills.

The second pickup is past the border fence.

Drive back down the hill past the border to the second drop-off.

Here’s the spot for the second delivery.

Follow the path up this hill to the next pickup.

Take the contraband from your teammate if he beats you to it, then cross the border to the drop-off.
Both teams’ delivery sites are in the same open patch of sand.

Drive past this city to the next stash.

The next drop-off is near the pipeline.

Climb the hill past the border for the last pickup.

Follow the red arrow to the final destination at the bottom of this hill.

The final drop-off is next to the small building.

Slide into the delivery site to finish.

Mission 21: Selling Your Soul

If you work well with your teammates, it’s easy to finish with a “GREAT” rating and time on the clock.

This is another race to collect a set amount of contraband before the Sierra Cartel does. The goal is 18 deliveries—which leaves some room for mistakes.
You have three teammates in this mission. Put them all in Trophy Trucks.

The map shows the area around the ancient temple where you find the stashes.

The clock begins at 10 minutes—more than enough time to collect 18 items.

The Sierra Cartel beats you to the stash. Fortunately, there are four items per pickup location—enough to go around.

Load up and head back to deliver.

The mission begins at the drop-off location. Bring all contraband here. Unlike other missions, the drop-off remains the same throughout.

The key to success is to snag contraband from the rival gang. Every item you snag from a rival car is one less chance for the other gang’s success. If you manage to take every item from your rivals, you finish before they collect even half of the necessary items.

These are the best words to appear onscreen in this mission.

Head toward the green smoke for another batch.
One set of items is on the temple steps.

Bump rival cars as they head back to their drop-off. Yours is close by, so there’s probably no chance for them to recover the snagged contraband.

Wait for your teammates to steal items from your rivals. Step in only if they aren’t successful.

As you get closer to completing all 18 deliveries, the Sierra Cartel concentrates more on snagging items from you.

The temple steps are rough, but you must make the journey.

Each pot from the temple is worth $100,000.

This is your last delivery.

It’s challenging to go for a new high score. You only get money for those items you personally deliver, so try to outpace your teammates.

This score represents seven deliveries not made by teammates. Try for 10 or 15.
Mission 22: Don’t Listen Now

This mission is like the one in which you knocked over radar towers. You must disable eight listening posts.

This map shows the location of the listening posts. The only way to finish in time is to knock over all of the posts close to each other before you drive to the next set.

Drive past the windmills.

The first listening post is on the rocky ground.

Make sure you knock over the post and drive through the red smoke.

Follow this road around the bend.

Pass the border and knock over the post near the far mountain.

Drive past this border station and follow the road toward the windmills.

The third listening post is next to this big rock.
Knock over the post and spin around so that you face away from the mountain.

The next listening post is farther away.

Climb this steep sand dune to reach the post.

That’s four down, four to go.

The fifth listening post is in a dangerous ditch near some pipes.

Go toward this fort for the sixth listening post.

Avoid the police car about to drop onto you, and head toward the red smoke.

That’s the seventh listening post.

Ram the seventh post and move away quickly before the police close in.
SUCCESS IS JUST A FEW FEET AND ONE POST AWAY.

THAT’S THE END OF EAVESDROPPING IN THE DESERT.

THIS IS AN EASY MISSION. THE CHALLENGE IS TO FINISH FIRST WITH THE MOST TIME LEFT, SO PLAN YOUR ROUTE CAREFULLY.

MISSION 23:
GRAB AND GO

THIS IS ANOTHER MISSION IN WHICH YOU MUST STEAL AN ITEM FROM A MOVING VEHICLE AND DELIVER IT TO ANOTHER LOCATION.

THE DOTTED LINE SHOWS THE PATH OF THE TARGET VEHICLE. THE CIRCLE MARKS THE DROP-OFF LOCATION.

THE MISSION BEGINS IN THE MIDDLE OF THE ANCIENT TEMPLE. YOUR OPPONENT ALREADY HAS THE GOODS.

RIDE DOWN THE TEMPLE STAIRS.

YOUR OPPONENT IS STILL TOO FAR AWAY TO CATCH.

FOLLOW YOUR OPPONENT ALONG THE PATH OF THE EARLIER RACE. HEAD TOWARD THE TELEPHONE POLES.
Drive over the bumpy sand dunes. You’re getting closer.

Speed up these wooden stairs but avoid the left side. You might slip off the edge.

Descend into this canyon to pick up speed and close in.

Snag the contraband before your opponent reaches the blue flare smoke.

Follow the red arrow toward the delivery point.

Time is tight, but you can make it.

Aim for the plane and don’t worry about crashing into it.

This mission only has one delivery—a tough one.

Time is scarce on this mission, and your profits are hard-earned.

Mission Summary

Score: 0
Time Bonus: 0
Final Score: 0
Grade: Great

Restart Mission
Continue
Quit Game
Mission 24:
Christmas Bonus

This is a very difficult mission because you drive all over the desert and the cops are particularly aggressive—maybe because it’s the last time they see you.

Head out of the temple starting location and drive toward the big rocks and your first pickup.

The pickup and drop-off locations span the entire region.

Build up speed to drive over this steep dune without slipping.

The first contraband item is atop this hill.

Drive through the ruined fort and follow the red arrow.

Drive behind the city to reach the nearly hidden tunnel.

Ride through the tunnel. Stay at top speed—it’s a very steep path.

The tunnel curves sharply left near the end. Slide in that direction when you reach that point.
The end of the tunnel is now in sight.

The first drop-off is just outside the tunnel.

Follow the green arrow after you complete the first delivery.

Go right when you reach town.

Follow the green arrow to the second pickup in the oasis.

Unfortunately, you must get wet to make the second pickup. That only makes a difference if there are vehicles in pursuit.

Take a ride through the bumpy sand dunes.

Go left at this opening in the rocks.

Slide into the drop-off so that you face away from the truck.
Take the plunge into the canyon. It's the only way to finish in time. You stall only if you land incorrectly.

Head toward the area behind the temple for the final pickup.

Drive straight toward the tunnel entrance and pick up the contraband as you enter. Don't lose momentum or law enforcement vehicles catch you at the bottom.

This tunnel is even steeper than the last.

The final drop-off is just on the other side of the tunnel.

Now you must make it to the airport. Follow the red arrow through the next tunnel.

Pick up speed on the road.

The final destination is next to this plane at the airport.

Complete this mission and head back north to a cooler climate.
Mission 25: Home Comforts

The Military Vehicle is the best all-around vehicle to use in Smuggler’s Run. Once it becomes available with this mission, try some of the earlier missions with this vehicle.

This mission is especially challenging because it’s so spread out. Try to beat your best score and maintain your speed through the tunnels.

This mission returns you to the U.S.–Canadian border, but now it’s winter—snow and ice everywhere.

The Massive Truck is now available. It takes damage well, but it’s slow and awkward. This vehicle handles ice better than any other.

Descend to the road from the railroad tracks above. The green flare smoke of the first pickup is visible ahead.

The map shows the pickup and drop-off locations around the frozen lake.

The mission begins along these railroad tracks. Follow the green arrow.

This is your first ice experience. Drive onto the frozen river to make the first pickup.

Follow the red arrow into the mountains.
Take the mountain path to pick up speed. You need a fast vehicle to get over some of the hills ahead.

The first drop-off is on the flat patch of snow straight ahead.

Spin around after you make the delivery, then head back down the mountain pass.

Drive through town.

Head up the hill to the transmission towers for the second pickup.

Drop down to the road and follow it toward the second drop-off.

Make the second delivery at this river bend. Time is very tight.

Drive up the riverbank to the drop-off.

Continue along the river. Swerve to throw off the police.
THE FINAL PICKUP IS JUST OVER THIS RIVERBANK.

HERE’S THE FINAL CONTRABAND ITEM. THE LAST DELIVERY IS THE TOUGHEST.

DRIVE UP THIS ROAD AND FOLLOW THE RED ARROW.

DRIVE ALONG THE SIDE OF THIS HILL, BUT DON’T SKID. THE LAW IS ON YOUR TAIL UNTIL THE LAST SECOND.

CROSS THIS ROAD, THEN HEAD UP THE HILL.

MAKE UP FOR LOST TIME BY PICKING UP SPEED ON THE RAILROAD TRACKS.

THE FINAL DROP-OFF IS IN AN OUT-OF-THE-WAY PLACE ON THE SIDE OF A HILL.

THIS MISSION IS MORE DIFFICULT THAN ANY OF THE DESERT MISSIONS. SEEING YOU RETURN HOME ENRAGES LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES AND MOTIVATES THEM TO TRY HARDER.

WHEN YOU GET USED TO THE SNOW AND ICE, SEE IF YOU CAN SHAVE SOME SECONDS OFF YOUR BEST TIME.
MISSION 26:
Santa's Little Hinderer

This mission is like the last, in that there are three deliveries in the same general area—but pickup and drop-off points are much tougher to reach within the time limit.

The map shows the wide area over which the pickup and drop-off locations are spread.

Head toward Eubanks Mountain for the first item.

Drive through the railroad trestle and pick up speed on the tracks.

Climb this small hill to pick up the contraband beneath the helicopter.

Follow the railroad tracks toward the mountain.

Continue along the tracks through the tunnel under the mountain.

Complete the first delivery in this clearing behind the mountain.

Follow this snow-covered road to the next pickup.
CONNECT TO THE RAILROAD TRACKS AND SNAG THE CONTRABAND JUST TO THE SIDE.

DESCEND INTO THE VALLEY FOR THE NEXT DELIVERY.

CROSS THE RIVER THROUGH THE COVERED BRIDGE.

STOP AT THIS CABIN FOR THE SECOND DELIVERY.

FOLLOW THE ASPHALT TO THE FINAL PICKUP.

DRIVE ON THE RIVER AND FOLLOW THE RED ARROW.

CAREFULLY DRIVE THROUGH THIS GROUP OF TREES.

HEAD UP THE HILL TO THE FINAL DROP-OFF.

SLIDE INTO THE RED SMOKE JUST BEFORE THE COPS ARRIVE.
You've bested the cops and made a few bucks. Have a cup of hot chocolate.

The O'Gradys are up to their old tricks. Collect five items before they do.

Put your teammates in Military Vehicles for ultimate team performance.

The map shows the area in which your team and the O'Gradys will search for contraband.

The mission begins on this snow-covered road. The first item is straight ahead.

The first drop-off is just a little farther ahead. One down and four to go.

Ride over these bumpy hills to the next pickup.

Hurry before the O'Gradys snatch the contraband.

The second drop-off is also amid these bumpy hills.
The third item is just outside the tunnel near this mountain pass.

Return through the tunnel.

The third drop-off is in the corner of the map.

Drop into the valley for the next delivery.

Drive along the flat side of the hill to maintain your speed.

Both pickup and drop-off locations are down among the rocks.

One of your teammates gets the last item. Bump him to snag the contraband and take the item to the final drop-off yourself.

The O'Gradys are tough to beat when they join you among the rocks.

Slide into the drop-off for the final delivery.
Mission 28: Hunter Gatherer

You must move faster to get a better rating.

This mission has only two deliveries but the cops are relentless in their attempts to stop you.

The map shows the pickup and drop-off locations below the lake.

The mission begins on a hill with no contraband in sight.

Drive down the mountain and follow this road.

When you see the green smoke, drive off the road and up this hill.
THE FIRST DROP-OFF IS THROUGH THE TREES STRAIGHT AHEAD.

WHEN YOU MAKE THE FIRST DELIVERY, BOUNCE OFF THE TREES OR SLIDE TO AVOID THEM. THE COPS ARE CLOSE, SO BE READY TO MOVE AWAY FROM THEM.

FOLLOW THE RAILROAD TRACKS IN THE DIRECTION OF THE GREEN ARROW.

THE NEXT ITEM IS IN THE RIVER BELOW THIS ROAD.

FOLLOW THIS ROAD THROUGH THE HILLS IN THE DIRECTION OF THE RED ARROW.

FLY OFF THE HILL TOWARD THE RIVER. THE NEXT DROP-OFF IS FAR AWAY.

RIDE ALONG THE RIVER TO MAINTAIN YOUR SPEED AND AVOID OBSTACLES.

THE SECOND DELIVERY TAKES PLACE NEAR THESE HOUSES.

YOU MUST STILL EVADE THE COPS. FOLLOW THE RED ARROW ACROSS THIS BRIDGE.
THE FINAL DESTINATION IS FAR ACROSS THE RIVER.

AIM FOR THE TREES JUST PAST THIS HOUSE, BUT DON’T CRASH INTO THEM.

THE RED FLARES ARE IN A CLEAR AREA, BUT YOU DON’T KNOW THAT UNTIL YOU’RE RIGHT ON TOP OF THEM. A WIDE SLIDE INTO THE AREA SHOULD TRIGGER THE MISSION’S END.

FORGET THE BONUS. FINISHING IS THE ONLY GOAL IN THIS TOUGH MISSION.

MISSION 29: FRENCHIES FRIED

IN THIS MISSION, YOU RACE AGAINST THE QUEBECOIS GANG TO MAKE FIVE DELIVERIES.

PUT BOTH TEAMMATES IN MILITARY VEHICLES FOR BEST PERFORMANCE.

THE OUTLINE ON THE MAP SHOWS THE AREA IN WHICH YOU MAKE THE DELIVERIES. MANY OF THE PICKUP AND DROP-OFF LOCATIONS ARE IN AND AROUND THE FROZEN LAKE.

THE MISSION BEGINS WITH 10 MINUTES ON THE CLOCK. HEAD IN THE DIRECTION OF THE GREEN ARROW.

THE IN-GAME MAP SHOWS GANG MEMBERS AND A NEARBY POLICE CAR ON THE LAKE.
DRIVE ALONG THE ROAD UNTIL YOU MAKE THE FIRST PICKUP NEAR THESE CABINS.

SNAG THE CONTRABAND FROM A QUEBECOIS GANG MEMBER IF NECESSARY, AND FOLLOW THE RED ARROW.

THE FIRST DROP-OFF IS NEAR THIS CABIN ON A HILL.

MOVE AS FAST AS POSSIBLE TO THE NEXT PICKUP. THE MISSION IS EASIER TO WIN AFTER AT LEAST TWO DELIVERIES.

THE NEXT ITEM IS STRAIGHT AHEAD.

THE SECOND DROP-OFF IS ON THE HILL NEAR THIS ROAD.

THE THIRD ITEM IS IN THE MIDDLE OF THE LAKE. GANG MEMBERS AND POLICE CARS DRIVE FROM ALL DIRECTIONS TO REACH THIS LOCATION.

THE THIRD DELIVERY SITE IS JUST OFF THE LAKE NEAR THE BRIDGE.

CLIMB THIS HILL TO MAKE THE DELIVERY.
The fourth item is on this road.

Drive back onto the frozen lake for the fourth delivery.

Follow the green arrow to the last contraband item.

The last pickup location is also along a road.

The final destination is near these railroad tracks.

The mission ends near this railroad bridge.

**Mission 30:**

**Immoral Minority**

Earn a “GREAT” rating if you make all of the deliveries quickly.

This mission is full of bumpy hills and dangerous cops. Ignore the police and concentrate on the terrain—there’s little time for mistakes.

The map shows pickup and drop-off locations.
Follow the green arrow to the first contraband item.

Pass through the small town.

Drive up this steep hill.

The first pickup is on the flat field over the hill from the small town.

Follow the red arrow along this road.

Cross the middle of the lake.

Avoid the nearby tree as you slide into the first drop-off.
The second pickup is on a nearby hill.

Build up speed to reach the contraband.

Head along the river to make the second delivery.

Drive up on the road, and climb this hill to reach the second drop-off.

The final pickup is near this road.

Drive off the road and across the river to reach the final pickup.

That’s the last briefcase for this mission.

Drive along the river again toward an even more remote location.

Head for the helicopter on the hill to finish.
THE MISSION ENDS AS SOON AS YOU PASS UNDER THE HELICOPTER AND THROUGH THE RED FLARE SMOKE.

TRY TO BEAT THIS TIME. IT’S TOUGH TO LEAVE MORE THAN 10 SECONDS ON THE CLOCK.

MISSION 31:
LIKE CANDY FROM A BABY

THIS IS THE LAST MISSION IN WHICH YOU RACE AGAINST A RIVAL GANG—THE QUEBECOIS. THERE ARE FIVE DELIVERIES.

PUT YOUR TEAMMATES IN MILITARY VEHICLES FOR THE BEST CHANCE.

THIS MAP SHOWS THE AREA OF COMPETITION.

THE IN-GAME MAP SHOWS THAT BOTH GANGS BEGIN THE MISSION THE SAME DISTANCE FROM THE FIRST PICKUP LOCATION.

THERE’S THE FIRST ITEM.

FOLLOW THIS ROAD TO THE FIRST DROP-OFF.
MAKE THE FIRST DELIVERY UP THIS HILL.

FOLLOW THE GREEN ARROW THROUGH THIS TUNNEL.

BOTH GANGS’ DELIVERY LOCATIONS ARE NEAR THIS CURVE IN THE ROAD.

DRIVE THROUGH THE TREES TO THE NEXT ITEM.

DRIVE DOWN THIS HILL TO SNAG THE CONTRABAND FROM YOUR RIVAL.

FOLLOW THESE RAILROAD TRACKS AND THE RED ARROW.

THE NEXT DROP-OFF IS OVER THE HILL STRAIGHT AHEAD.

HERE’S THE THIRD PAIR OF FLARES.

ONE OF YOUR TEAMMATES MAKES THE FOURTH DELIVERY BECAUSE THE THIRD DROP-OFF IS FAR AWAY FROM THE FOURTH ONE.
FOLLOW THE GREEN ARROW TO THE LAST ITEM.

THE FINAL PICKUP IS NEAR EUBANKS MOUNTAIN.

SPEED DOWN THIS ROAD TO MAKE THE FINAL DELIVERY.

THESE FLARES MARK THE END OF YOUR RIVALRY WITH OTHER GANGS.

MAKE THE FINAL DELIVERY YOURSELF FOR THE HIGHEST SCORE AND THE MOST SATISFACTION.

MOVE FASTER TO EARN A “GREAT” RATING.

MISSION 32:
Big Mistake

MISSION SUMMARY
SCORE $344,112
TIME BONUS 2:28
FINAL SCORE $335,992
GRADE OK

RESTART MISSION
CONTINUE MISSION
QUIT GAME

SMUGGLER’S MISSION
Big Mistake
This is a big one, baby, big money, big trouble, and big everything. Real nifty, no questions asked. The law just knows something is going down, so watch out.

BEST SCORE 50

THIS MISSION IS THE ONLY RACE ACROSS SNOW-COVERED HILLS. SNOW AND ICE COMPLICATE VEHICLE CONTROL.

THE MAP SHOWS THE CHECKPOINTS FOR THE RACE.

FOLLOW THE GREEN ARROW TOWARD THE FIRST CHECKPOINT.
Pass through this checkpoint on the river.

Drive along the road to the second checkpoint.

Drive off the road toward the red flare smoke.

The second checkpoint is also on the river.

Climb this hill behind the cabin to the next checkpoint.

The third checkpoint is on the road ahead.

The fourth checkpoint is in the bumpy hills below the road.

The last checkpoint is far across the snow and ice.

The red flare smoke for the fifth checkpoint is right next to the water tanks.
You must beat the other drivers to finish.

A "GREAT" rating in this mission is not as important as first place.

Mission 33: Repo Man Blues

This mission is very difficult, especially because of relentless police cars and the bumpy terrain.

The map shows the pickup and drop-off locations spread out around the lake and mountain.

The mission begins near this road. Follow the green arrow.

Cross the lake on a direct line with the green arrow.

Ride along the railroad tracks toward the first pickup.

Climb this hill to reach the contraband.
AVOID THE COPS AND GO THROUGH THIS MOUNTAIN PASS. TIMING IS TIGHT FOR THE DELIVERY OF THE FIRST ITEM. DRIVE FLAWLESSLY.

THE FIRST DROP-OFF IS IN THE DISTANCE.

CROSS THE RIVER AND PREPARE TO FLY TOWARD THE DELIVERY SITE.

SPEED PAST THESE BUSHES TO MAKE THE DELIVERY.

FOLLOW THE ROAD ALONG THE RIVER TOWARD THE SECOND ITEM.

PICK UP SPEED ALONG THE ROAD, BUT DON'T LOSE CONTROL ON THE TURNS.

THE SECOND PICKUP LOCATION IS BENEATH THE HELICOPTER.

RIDE UP THIS STEEP HILL AND FOLLOW THE RED ARROW.

MAINTAIN YOUR SPEED AS YOU DRIVE ALONG THIS ROAD.
Drop into this pass to make the second delivery.

Follow the railroad tracks to the final item.

Cross the road and climb the hill.

Go over this hill to close in on the contraband.

Pick up this last item, but don’t let the cops corner you against the trucks.

Drive through this tunnel in the direction of the red arrow.

Occasionally check the in-game map to find pickup and drop-off points. In this image, the drop-off is not visible, so your only choice is to follow the red arrow until the drop-off marker shows up on the map.

Avoid the police blockade by riding off the road on the snow.

Pick up speed along the road as you approach the final destination.
THE DROP-OFF POINT IS VISIBLE NEAR THE TURN STRAIGHT AHEAD.

THE VALUE OF THE CONTRABAND TAKES A DIVE BECAUSE OF ALL THE BANGING AROUND, BUT AT LEAST YOU COMPLETE THE MISSION.

Mission 34:
Cheaters Never Prosper

TIME LEFT ON THE CLOCK IS NOT AS IMPORTANT AS THE VALUE OF THE CONTRABAND.

THIS MISSION ENDS YOUR CAREER AS A SMUGGLER. IT ALSO DRAWS UPON ALL OF THE SKILLS YOU HAVE DEVELOPED. TIGHT TIMING AND TREACHEROUS TERRAIN REQUIRE BETTER DRIVING THAN EVER. USE THE MASSIVE TRUCK.

THE MAP SHOWS ALL OF THE PICKUP AND DROP-OFF LOCATIONS NEAR THE LAKE AND MOUNTAIN.

THE FIRST PICKUP IS DOWN THE HILL FROM THE STARTING LOCATION.

GRAB THE CONTRABAND, AND FOLLOW THE RED ARROW ALONG THIS ROAD.

DRIVE THROUGH THIS GROUP OF TREES AT TOP SPEED, BUT DON’T CRASH INTO ANY OF THEM.
THE FIRST DROP-OFF IS BENEATH THE HELICOPTER.

FOLLOW THE TRAIL TOWARD THE NEXT ITEM.

CROSS THIS BRIDGE TO MAKE THE SECOND PICKUP.

CONTINUE ALONG THIS ROAD, BUT AVOID THE POLICE BLOCKADE.

THIS IS THE TOP OF THE FROZEN WATERFALL. FLY OFF THE EDGE TO REACH THE SECOND DROP-OFF.

LAND AT THE BOTTOM OF THE WATERFALL TO MAKE THE SECOND DELIVERY, THEN DRIVE UP THE BANK IN THE DIRECTION OF THE GREEN ARROW.

DRIVE ALONG THE RIVER STRAIGHT TOWARD THE NEXT PICKUP.

DROP DOWN TO THE THIRD PICKUP.

SPEED ACROSS THE ICE TO SNAG THE CONTRABAND.
CONTINUE ALONG THE RIVER TO REACH THE THIRD DROP-OFF.

THE IN-GAME MAP SHOWS THE LOCATION OF THE FINAL ITEM.

THE CONTRABAND IS IN THIS SECLUDED AREA.

THE IN-GAME MAP SHOWS YOU CLOSING IN ON THE ITEM.

THE FINAL DESTINATION IS THE TOP OF THE DISTANT EUBANKS MOUNTAIN.

TURN LEFT AT THE TUNNEL AT THE BASE OF THE MOUNTAIN TO FOLLOW THE ROAD TO THE TOP.

THE MOUNTAIN ROAD IS EVEN MORE DIFFICULT TO CLIMB IN THE SNOW.

BE VERY CAREFUL AT THIS HUMP IN THE ROAD, OR YOU SLIDE OFF THE EDGE OF THE MOUNTAIN.

REACH THE TOP OF THE MOUNTAIN AND THIS FINAL DROP-OFF.
THE REWARD AT MISSION’S END: A BEAUTIFUL VIEW FROM THE TOP OF EUBANKS MOUNTAIN.

THIS IS THE END OF BOTH THE MISSION AND SMUGGLER’S RUN. YOU CAN ALWAYS REPEAT MISSIONS TO TRY TO BETTER YOUR SCORES.

THIS CONGRATULATORY SCREEN BRIEFLY APPEARS BEFORE THE CREDITS ROLL UP THE SCREEN.

CONGRATULATIONS!
You’ve proven yourself worthy as a real member of the Forgotten Few.
Turf War contains three types of games for two players, but you can play alone against computer-controlled gangs. These games test all your skills, from eluding other vehicles to maintaining top speed across all kinds of terrain. After you've done Smuggler's Run missions, Turf War games are easy, but they still challenge you to beat time and delivery records. Here's a quick look at what they involve.

**Smuggler's Run**

Crooks 'N' Smugglers has only one piece of contraband to deliver at a time. But everybody's going for that item, so it's a free-for-all.

Crash into other vehicles to steal the contraband.

**Turf War**

Loot Grab is another test of contraband handling. Collect as much loot for your team as you can get your hands on.

Follow the arrows to pickups and drop-offs. Make deliveries quickly or you fall behind.

The pause screen lists deliveries and scores for all vehicles. Use it to track your progress.

**MAKE THIS CHOICE FROM THE MAIN MENU TO START A TURF WAR GAME.**

**CROOKS 'N' SMUGGLERS**

Vehicular free for all action, with 1 piece of loot and 1 drop off. Sounds easy but can you get the goods and deliver them?

**LOOT GRAB**

Collect as much loot for your team as you can get your hands on.

**CHECKPOINT RACE**

2 gangs square off in the ultimate test of vehicular team combat. 1 stash of loot, with 2 teams fighting over it. Get as much as you can back to your hideout.
Stealing contraband from rivals is just as important as picking up items yourself. Move fast or rivals will outpace you.

The pause screen gives deliveries and scores. Use it to check on rivals if you lose sight of their vehicles.

Checkpoint Race pits you against time and other vehicles. Turf War racing is less nerve-wracking than Smuggler’s Mission racing.

The map shows all checkpoints in the regional environment you choose.

There are more vehicles in this race. Outpacing most of them may take several checkpoints.

The pause screen lists vehicle standings. First place is the only acceptable spot for you.

All the previous images have been of one-player Turf War games. When you play against a friend, the screen splits into two wide views. Focus on your goals, but sneak an occasional peek at your opponent’s window.